
HOTEL KÄMP PURCHASES IMPRIMO ART COLLECTION 

Art has always been an important part of the history of the traditional Hotel Kämp. The grand luxury hotel 
was built by Restaurateur Carl Kämp. It was designed by Theodor Höijer along the Esplanad and opened in 
October 1887. During its long history, the hotel has become a meeting point for the influencers of art and 
culture. Hotel Kämp now enriches its cultural heritage with a newly purchased Finnish Imprimo art collec-
tion and updates to its DeLuxe hotel rooms with fresh new looks. 

Since the beginning Hotel Kämp has been an important, inspiring living room for bohemian influencers 
and different kinds of artists. Jean Sibelius, Eero Järnefelt and Akseli Gallen-Kallela have all spent much 
time at the Kämp. Hotel Kämp has also been at the center of Finnish networking for years. For example, 
the journalists of Helsingin Sanomat used to start their working days at the respected café of Hotel Kämp. 

Because of its impressive cultural history, Hotel Kämp is an excellent place for the treasured Imprimo art 
collection. The Kämp has purchased a professionally selected Imprimo art graphics collection, which con-
sists of 450 prints from 75 different artists during the glory days of graphics. At the same time, rooms and 
public areas of the building have been renovated more modern style, while respecting the traditions of the 
hotel. 

THE IMPRIMO COLLECTION MOVES TO ITS RENEWED HOME 

Imprimo, the first Finnish graphics workshop, was established in 1987 and became synonymous with the 
printing and publishing of high quality Finnish modern color graphics. The 450 piece display form Impri-
mo’s core collection, which Hotel Kämp has kept fully intact as it is such an impressive part of Finnish art 
history. Imprimo’s operation continued until 2009, but it is most remembered for its production during the 
1980’s and 90’s.  Pieces continued to be added to the collection until 2003. 

Besides the art collection project, the DeLuxe rooms in Hotel Kämp have been renovated with a modern 
touch while respecting the building’s historical traditions. Finnish history is still greatly present in the 
rooms. Open spaces of the hotel have also been renovated, respecting the building’s role as the home of 
culture and art. 

MORE INFO:

Marc Skvorc, Hotel Kämp, General Manager, marc.skvorc@hotelkamp.fi 040 9003711

Ossi Piipponen, Imprimo, ossi.piipponen@hasanpartners.fi, 040 8600227                                                                                  

Jyri Sarpaniemi, Imprimo, jyri.sarpaniemi@advoforum.fi, 0400 455802
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Kämp Group is Finnish hotel group, which consists of Helsinki’s most reputable hotels and restaurants, and Kämp 
Spa. Kämp Group has approximately 350 employees and its 2014 turnover was approximately 50 million euros. Kämp 
Group’s  most well known hotel is Hotel Kämp, which was established in 1887. In addition to that also the luxury and 
design hotel Klaus K and the popular lifestyle hotel chain GLO are part of the group. Kämp Group is owned by CapMan 
managed funds, Berling Capital OY and Rake Oy and Kämp Group’s management. For more information, please visit: 
www.kampgroup.fi, www.hotelkamp.fi, www.glohotels.fi, www.kampspa.fi, www.klauskhotel.com


